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Centers of galaxies

• Centers of galaxies are the most powerful region
in a galaxy
==> density of matters is the highest
==> most of the energy of the galaxy is
produced there
• Common source of “visible” energy in today’s
universe are stars
• Typical integrated luminosity in normal galaxies
~ 109 - 1011 Lo ( ~1042 -1044 erg/s)

Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)
• In AGN galaxies, “nuclear” energies alone
are 1010 - 1013 Lo, from gamma-rays to radio
wave
• The source of this energy has to be related to
a more extraordinary process, able to release
continuously 1042 -1046 erg/s during a time
period of about 107 - 108 years.
• Most extreme AGN are Quasars, where the
nucleus outshine the entire galaxy (with its
1011 stars) by 2 - 4 orders of magnitude

Active vs quiescent galaxies
• AGN are objects fuelled by accretion of matter onto
supermassive black hole located at their center
(Lynden-Bell 1969)
• When the supply of matter is quenched, the activity
halts, but the massive black hole remains at the center!


• These massive dark compact objects should be
present in the nuclei of many quiescent galaxies, may
be even in all galaxies, as the remnants of a previous
quasar-phase

Our peaceful Milky-Way
•
•
•
•
•

~ 2 x1011 stars
M~ 1012 Mo
Size 100,000 ly ( 33 kpc)
LB ~ 1010 Lo (3 x 1043 erg/s)
We are at ~ 8 kpc from the Galactic Center,
rotating on a nearly circular orbit at ~250 km/s
• At the Milky-Way center there is a BH with
M ~ 3.6 x106 Mo

Sagittarius A*
Our personal Black Hole
• If the mass of a galaxy is traced by its stars
the "enclosed mass" should become smaller
and smaller going inwards, because less and
less stars are included.
• However, when approaching Sagittarius A*,
the inferred enclosed mass remains constant
with decreasing radii indicating a large mass
concentration in a very small region

Measurements over ~12 years of proper motions of ~100 stars
within the central 0.1 pc around the GC yield to the determination of
their orbits; some of these follow a Keplerian law, from which the
enclosed mass is derived.
• Variability (flares) on periods of ~40 minutes at the GC indicates
that the emission comes from a compact region with size ~10
Schwarzchild radii.
(Schwarschild radius Rs = 2 GM/c2, for the GC Rs = 8.8 109 m ~ 60
AU )
•

http://www.mpe.mpg.de/ir/GC/index.php

But our Galaxy is a very
peaceful object

The most powerful Quasar known: 3C 273
L ~ 1047 erg/s, size host galaxy~ 90 kpc across

HST WFPC2 + ACS/HR coronagraph, Martel et al. 2003, ApJ 125

Black holes everywhere…
• Measurements in other galaxies indicate that these
central dark objects have masses from 106 to 109
Mo concentrated in a region not bigger than our
solar system.
• The usual way to infer their existence is by using
their gravitational influence: the gravitational pull
produced by such a high mass concentration must
be felt by the stars and the gas in its immediate
vicinity.

How to study the presence of a
BH?
• By dynamical studies of center of galaxies
• The best poof requires detection of relativistic
velocities in orbits at about few Schwarzchild radii
from the hole. This is not currently at reach.
• We look for high M/L ratios largely increasing
towards the center. This evidences a massive
dark object: BH or a cluster of brown dwarfs,
stellar remnants.
• In practice, the best strategy is to look for very
high velocities as close as possible to the center
and prove they follow Keplerian orbits

How close from the center ?
 BH radius of influence
• It is the region where the BH gravitational
potential significantly affects the orbital motions of
stars and interstellar gas:
RBH-influence = G MBH / σ2stars σ stellar velocity dispersion
RBH-influence ~ 0.4 (MBH / 106 Mo) (σ /100 km/s)-2 pc
~ 0.08 (1 Mpc /D)-1 arcsecs
 studies of centers of galaxies require the largest
possible spatial resolution

Central rotation curve in NGC 4258 follows
Keplerian law V∝ r-1/2 (Miyoshi et al. 1995)
V(r)= 2180 (r / 0”.001)-1/2 km/s


Gas measurements

Rotation curve from the inner 0.008” radius, derived from radio
maser measurements. If the rotation is indeed circular,
the implied mass inside 0.005” = 0.18 pc is M = 4.1 x107 Mo

Energy source in AGN
• Typical AGN luminosities, L ~1045 erg/s (L~ 1012 Lo), are too large
for being due to stars
• Most massive stars, 100 Mo, have L ~ 1038 erg/sec
• These stars are highly instable objects because radiation pressure
dominates gravity

The Eddington condition: any “spherically” symmetric object held
by gravity against radiation pressure must satisfy:
Frad

≤ Fgrav

L σT / 4πR2c ≤ GMmH / R2
section  LE = 4πc GMmH / σT

σT electron cross

 Any stable object must have L ≤ LE= 1.26 x1038 M/Mo erg/s
• For AGN luminosities L ~ 1045 erg/s, the mass of this object must
be M ≥ 107 Mo to survive !

AGN time variability
•
•

•

Time-flux variability is observed all across the
electromagnetic spectrum
The shortest time variability is observed at the
highest energies:
Δ(T)minimum observed ~ light-weeks to light-days
Time variation provides us with information on
the light-travel time across the size of the
emitting source
Size = c Δ(T) << 0.01 pc

AGN imply large energies released in
very small volumes in the neighborhood
of large masses  Exotic Physics
-

-

Thermonuclear reactions in stars cannot do it:
inefficient process, must cope with the Eddington limit
… but gravitational energy can: via matter accretion
onto a relativistically deep gravitational potential.
This accretion happens in many X-ray binaries in our
Galaxy.
It is very efficient process: accretion onto a neutron star
leads to ~ 0.1% of the rest mass energy converted in
radiation.

==> the most promising AGN scenario:
“Accretion onto a supermassive BH”
• Energy generation in AGN is due to accretion of
matter onto a relativistically deep gravitational
potential, probably a BH
• It is the most fuel-efficient way to release energy.
With a small fraction of the mass converted to energy
it is possible to account for the observed AGN
luminosities
• If this scenario is correct, the most basic properties of
the accretion disk - BH region depend on very exotic
physics: strong field relativistic gravity

The efficiency of the process
• Rest-mass energy of the infalling matter is
converted into radiation or fast particles with
high efficiency:

L = ε dM/dt c2
dM/dt : mass accretion rate
ε: process efficiency: fraction of mass not “eaten” by
the BH but converted in energy

If ε ≈10% , L≈1045 erg/s ==> dM/dt ≈ 0.2 Mo/yr

The angular momentum
problem
• For matter being accreted onto the BH, it must fall into its
sphere of influence to be accreted and finally fall within its
gravitational radius.
• But matter orbiting in a galaxy has a considerable angular
momentum. When falling next to the center, centrifugal
forces equal to gravitational ones so it keeps orbiting in
circular orbits. Matter will only fall in the hole if it can get
rid of its angular momentum.
• Specific angular momentum in our Galaxy:
 LMW ~ 8 kpc x 250 km/s ~ 7 x 1029 cm2/s

• Specific angular momentum at the last stable orbit of its
BH (~106 Mo):  LBH ~ 2 G M / c ~

1 x 1022cm2/s

The slow trip down
• In a spherical potential, the orbit of minimum energy is a
circle. Accreting material will move on into successive smaller
circles.
• These orbits will eventually mix up along a common plane:
matter travelling along orbits inclined to one another will
collide in the plane of intersection.
• The result of these collisions is to mix the angular momentum
of the different gas streams: at any given radius, all the
matter will acquire the same specific angular momentum,
therefore orbit in a single plane ==> a disk
• That is the reason why it is thought that matter accretion is
not spherically but via a disk.

At the disk…
• Particles in the disk need to further lose angular momentum,
but how ?
– magnetic fields ?
– turbulent motions? Nonaxymmetric gravitational forces ?
– Viscosity ?

• Assuming viscosity is the mechanism, particles in the disk
due to friction between adjacent layers will slowly lose their
angular momentum.
• When matter finally gets closer to the last stable orbit, the
nature of the accretion disk changes: matter is not longer
patiently waiting to lose their angular momentum but will
faster and faster, first supersonic, then relativistic, spiral into
the BH
• Gravitational energy is released during this spiralling: part of
it is used in increasing the kinetic energy of rotation, and part
into thermal energy and radiated from the disk surface.

… still a paradigm
• We have a very efficient mechanism gravitation - able to produce large amounts of
energy: just a few percent of the mass that is
accreted is enough to produce the observed
AGN energies
• The major problem reside on how to accrete
mater, i.e., how to efficiently lose angular
momentum:
– The mechanisms we think of - viscosity,
magnetized winds, non asymmetric gravitational
forces, either are inefficient or their existence in
AGN have to still to be proven

Dust in centers of galaxies
• Galaxy nuclei are often heavily embedded in dust,
which prevent us to get a clear view onto the
central engine.
• Dust efficiently absorbs optical and UV light but it
is little opaque the IR, and almost transparent to
very high (hard X-rays) and low (radio) energies.
 Study of centers of galaxies requires observations
in a range of the electromagnetic spectrum where
the effect of dust absorption is minimized.

Studies of centers of galaxies
require:
• Highest possible spatial resolution
• Minimize the effect of dust absorption

